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Abstract
An image rendering unit (IRU) of a device determines the dynamic frame rate capabilities (DFRCs) of a display and an image frame rate of content to be displayed. Preferably, the DFRCs are stored in a storage device deployed within the display itself. Based on the DFRCs and the image frame rate for the content, the IRU determines an updated frame rate and thereafter provides the content to the display at the updated frame rate. Where control of power consumption is desired, selection of a reduced frame rate can effect a power savings. In this manner, the present invention provides flexible control over display frame rates and/or power consumption of the device.
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates generally to providing content to displays and, in particular, to techniques for dynamically adjusting frame rates at which content is displayed.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

As known in the art, images are provided to displays, such as computer or television (TV) displays, many times per second, i.e., at the display refresh or frame rate. Traditionally, displays do not gracefully support changes in the display refresh rate. During a rate change, they typically go blank and/or display corrupted images. As a result, such rate changes are performed relatively rarely, e.g., when changing the display mode, starting or stopping a full screen application (such as a video game) or when changing the power source between alternating current (AC) and direct current (DC).

It is also known that moving images appear best to the human eye when the display refresh rate matches the image update or frame rate (i.e., the rate at which the separate frames of an image are provided by the image source; also referred to hereinafter as the image rate) of the video or graphics (examples of what are referred to hereinafter as “content”). Depending on the source of the content, the image rate might typically be anywhere from 24 Hz to over 100 Hz, or 0 Hz in the case of a static image. Further still, certain types of content have varying frame rates, or frame rates may change as different content types are displayed, e.g., film material on a television typically has an image rate of 24 or 25 Hz, whereas video material may have image rates at 30, 50 or 60 Hz. Further still, displays are known to consume power based, in part, on how frequently they are refreshed; higher refresh rates consume more power, whereas lower rates consume less.

Various technologies are known that address issues similar to variable frame rates. For example, there are systems that employ “selective refresh”, such as the Digital Packet Video Link standard (DPVL) promulgated by the Video Electronics Standards Association (VESA). Based on comparisons with previous frames, selective refresh systems send only that portion of a display image that has changed each refresh period. Because the amount of data transmitted to the display from the image source (e.g., a graphics processor) can be less than full resolution, power savings may be realized. However, each display requires a full resolution frame buffer thereby adding to the cost of the display. Additionally, the display is still refreshed at a fixed rate independent of the image update rate.

Some high-end flight simulation systems are known to couple the refresh rate of the projector(s) to the three-dimensional (3D) graphics rendering rate (i.e., image rate) of the graphics processor(s) so that the image update rate dynamically adjusts to the image rate. However, these systems do not couple the display rate to the image rate for any other type of content, e.g., video image rate, nor are they configured to provide power savings. Furthermore, such systems are built using projection display systems, rather than displays more commonly associated with computers or televisions.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention is set forth with particularity in the appended claims. The invention itself, together with further features and attendant advantages, will become apparent from consideration of the following detailed description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. One or more embodiments of the present invention are now described by way of example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings wherein like referenced numerals represent like elements and in which:
FIG. 1 is an illustration of a device capable of providing images on a display in accordance with the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a schematic block diagram of an exemplary implementation of a device in accordance with the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram of a display in accordance with the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating processing by an image rendering unit of a device in accordance with the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating operation of a display in accordance with the present invention; and

FIG. 6 is an block diagram of an exemplary hardware design that may be used to implement the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT EMBODIMENTS

Briefly, the present invention provides a technique for dynamically adjusting frame rate of a display based at least in part upon the image rate of content to be displayed thereon. Where a given display, which may be integral with or external to a device, possesses dynamic frame rate capabilities, an image rendering unit (IRU) of the device can determine the dynamic frame rate capabilities (DFRCs) of the display and additionally determine an image frame rate of content to be displayed. The DFRCs can be pre-stored in memory associated with or otherwise available to the IRU, including storage devices that may be deployed within the display itself. Based on the DFRCs and the image frame rate for the content, the IRU determines an updated frame rate and thereafter provides the content to the display at the updated frame rate. Where control of power consumption is desired, a maximum frame rate of the display can be set as the initial frame rate although, of course, other frame rates other than the maximum frame rate may be used as the initial frame rate. Thereafter, selecting an the updated frame rate less than the initial frame rate can effect a power savings. Alternatively, or in addition to the use of the image frame rate, the updated frame rate can be determined based in part upon a power condition of the device or upon a user input provided to the device. In this manner, the present invention provides flexible control over display frame rates and/or power consumption of the device.

Referring now to FIG. 1, a device 102 in accordance with the present invention is illustrated. As used herein, a device may comprise virtually anything capable of displaying image data, such as a computer, a television, a mobile communication device such as a cellular telephone, etc. Although greatly simplified in FIG. 1, the device 102 will typically comprise an application or host processor 104 having one or more associated memory devices 106. As known in the art, the application processor 104, which generally controls operation of the device 102, typically comprises a microprocessor, microcontroller, digital signal processor or combination thereof that operates upon data, and under the control of executable instructions, stored in the memory devices 106. The memory devices 106 may comprise any combination of volatile and non-volatile memory, such as random-access memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), etc. Thus configured, the application processor 104 can implement a wide array of functionality in the form of software programs including, for example, programs adapted to provide images (e.g., graphics, still images, video, etc.) to a display.

As shown, the application processor 104 is in communication with an IRU 110, which in turn is in communication with one or more displays 108, 114. An IRU 110, in accordance with the present invention, may comprise any component capable of providing image data (i.e., signals, in any form, that cause a given image to be displayed) to a display. For example, the IRU 110 may comprise one or more suitably configured graphic processors such as a suitably configured discrete or integrated graphics processor, or processors designed for specific devices such as digital televisions or handheld/mobile devices, as manufactured by ATI Technologies, Inc. In an alternative embodiment, some or all of the functionality of the IRU 110 may be incorporated in the application processor 104. As shown in FIG. 1, a first display 108 may be integral to the device 102 as in the case, for example, of a laptop computer, personal digital assistant, etc. Alternatively, or in addition to the first display 108, the IRU 110 may be in communication with an external display 114 as in the case, for example, of a desktop computer. Furthermore, the device 102 comprises a power source 112 that, in the case of a portable or mobile device, may comprise a battery or similar finite power source, or a less constrained power source such as an AC power source. Alternatively, where the device 102 is relatively immobile, such as a desktop computer or television, the power source 112 may be more limited and comprise, for example, an AC power source.

FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic block diagram of an exemplary implementation of a device in accordance with a present invention as shown. In particular, the device 200 comprises at least one processor 202, such as an application processor as described above, in communication with one or more memory devices 204, as also described above. At least one co-processor 206, that may be used to implement an IRU as described above, is in communication with the processor 202. In turn, the co-processor 206 is in communication with at least one display 208.

A power source 210 for the device 200 is provided as shown, and in the present preferred embodiment, is in communication with a power monitor 212 that, in turn, preferably provides data concerning a power condition of the device (e.g., in a battery powered device, the rate at which the battery is discharging or the amount of stored charge left; or in an AC powered device, the rate at which power is being consumed) to the processor 202 (as shown) or the co-processor 206 (not shown). Furthermore, in the case where the display 208 is not powered by the power source 210 for the device 200 (as in the case of a projector coupled to a battery powered laptop computer), the power source being monitored may include the power source for the display 208. Furthermore, other sensors 214 such as temperature sensors, vibration sensors, moisture sensors or other components known to those having skill in the art can also be provided. For example, a temperature sensor may be provided to monitor the temperature of the power source 210 as illustrated by the dashed line. In this manner, temperature of the power source 210 (or other parameters depending on the nature of the specific sensor(s) 214) can also be used as an input when determining the power condition of the device.

Although not shown in FIG. 2, the co-processor(s) 206 may share the memory 204 with the processor 202.
and/or use local memory accessible only to the co-processor(s) 206. As known in the art, such coprocessors are used to offload certain processing tasks from the processor 202 thereby allowing the processor 202 to handle other processing tasks. Depending on the image frame rate of the content being provided to the display 208, the co-processor(s) 206 may be called into greater or lesser use thereby affecting the overall power consumption of the device 200. Finally, the device 200 may comprise one or more user input/output devices 216 in communication with the processor 202. Such devices are known in the art and include, but are not limited to, keyboards, keypads, pointer devices, buttons, microphones, touch screens, display screens, on-screen control panels, speakers, annunciators, or any other device that allows the user of the device 200 to provide input to or receive output from the device 200. In one embodiment of the present invention, described below, an input device 216 may be used to manually initiate the dynamic frame rate techniques taught by the present invention.

[0023] Referring now to FIG. 3, a simplified schematic block diagram of an exemplary display 302 in accordance with the present invention is shown. In particular, the display 302 comprises a storage device 304 in communication with an interface 306. The storage device 304 is used to store parameters that may be employed when implementing the present invention. For example, the storage device 304 may comprise a so-called “extended display identification data structure” (EDID) as known in the art. Typically, the storage device 304 may comprise a programmable read only memory (PROM) or an electrically erasable PROM (EEPROM), although other types of storage devices, as described above, may be equally employed. For example, the parameters stored in the storage device 304 comprise dynamic frame rate capabilities (DFRCs) 308 of the display 302. These DFRCs 308 establish the display’s ability to dynamically change refresh rates without image corruption. In a presently preferred embodiment, the DFRCs 308 comprise a range of allowed refresh rates for the display, as well as an indication of a preferred method for dynamically adjusting refresh rates. As described in greater detail below, an IRU within a device uses the DFRCs 308 to determine a minimum rate that meets the minimum required refresh rate of the display device as well as the image rate of a given content source.

[0024] A display 302 in accordance with the present invention must be capable of supporting dynamic frame rates, preferably even on a frame-by-frame basis. In support of this requirement, the display interface 306 controls communications with a device (i.e., the device’s IRU) and terminates any communication protocols implemented between the device and the display 302. Generally, the rate at which a display interface transfers data from the device to the display is a function based on fixed display parameters, particularly a vertical parameter, a horizontal parameter and a pixel period. As in virtually all types of displays, the actual display screen is comprises of thousands of pixels vertically arranged in rows of fixed lengths. The image is displayed on the screen by repeatedly refreshing the pixels many times per second. To this end, a vertical parameter, e.g., the vertical synchronization rate of the display, controls the rate at which the entire screen (or half of the screen in an interlaced display) is refreshed. A horizontal parameter, e.g., the horizontal synchronization rate, controls the rate at which individual rows or lines of pixels are refreshed. The vertical and horizontal synchronization signals, in addition to the synchronization pulses themselves, also include “blanking” intervals between pulses during which no image data is sent. The vertical and horizontal synchronization signals occur during the blanking intervals, and are preceded and followed by what are referred to as a “front porch” (prior to a pulse) and a “back porch” (subsequent to the pulse). The blanking interval provides time for resetting control circuitry used to target the pixels. The front and back porches on each signal serve as “guards” against variations in pulse timing. The pixel period corresponds to the time required to transmit the necessary data for refreshing a single pixel. Changing the display refresh rate requires changing the image update rate. Normally, this takes time, and pixel data is lost in that transition time, which itself can cause visual corruption of the display image.

[0025] However, as described above, certain prior art techniques allow for dynamic display refresh rates by keeping the pixel period and the horizontal synchronization frequency fixed, while allowing the vertical synchronization front porch time to vary. The vertical synchronization active time (i.e., the duration of each vertical synchronization pulse), vertical synchronization back porch time remain constant. In this manner, the display refresh rate can be varied. This same method could be applied to any display interface. For example, with digital display interfaces any parameter of the vertical blanking (front porch, vertical synchronization, back porch) or of the horizontal blanking (front porch, horizontal synchronization, back porch) can be readily adjusted. Furthermore, in the recently-proposed DisplayPort interface, clocking of the display interface is decoupled from the video stream data rate. Information passed over the DisplayPort interface indicates how to recover the video stream clock rate from the interface clock rates. If the video stream clock recovery logic in the DisplayPort receiver can react fast enough to changes in the video stream clock rate (as indicated by signals on the link), then the video stream rate could be dynamically adjusted on a frame-to-frame (or perhaps finer) basis. Also, any method of dynamic refresh rate that applies to interfaces with a direct coupling between the interface rate and video stream rate (i.e., a fixed rate) could also apply to interfaces where the two rates are decoupled.

[0026] Furthermore, by using this approach, the display device may be able to save additional power by shutting down some of its logic components. For example, in an LCD panel, column driver and/or row driver circuits (used to address individual pixels) could be put into low power mode at the start of vertical blanking and would remain in low power mode until a certain programmable amount of time after the start of the vertical synchronization pulse. Since the time between vertical synchronization and active display is fixed, and the time it takes drivers circuitry to be re-powered and initialized is known (display specific), certain displays incorporating programmable timing controllers, for example, can easily wait a programmable time from vertical synchronization before powering up and re-initializing the row and column drivers.

[0027] Referring now to FIG. 4, a flow chart illustrating operation of a device in accordance with the present invention is illustrated. Unless otherwise noted, the processing illustrated in FIG. 4 is preferably implemented using one or more processors operating under the control of executable instructions stored in suitable memory devices. However, as
is known to those having ordinary skill in the art, other implementation techniques may be equally employed, such as programmable logic arrays, ASICs, state machines, etc.

At block 402, a device first determines, preferably via its IRU, the DFRCs for a given display. That is, in a presently preferred embodiment, the IRU detects that the display device is capable of dynamic refresh rates without image corruption. As noted previously, the DFRCs preferably include data regarding the allowed ranges (minimum and maximum) of the display refresh rate, and the preferred method of dynamically adjusting the rate, as described above. This communication is preferably done via standard extensions to the EDID infrastructure, but could also be done using vendor-specific EDID extensions or any other method of communication between the display device and the rendering device. For devices with integral displays, the IRU could be pre-programmed with the knowledge of the dynamic refresh rate abilities of the display. Further still, the IRU could be pre-programmed with the knowledge of the dynamic refresh rate abilities of a number of different displays indexed according to, e.g., display type and/or brand. In this case, the necessary dynamic refresh rate abilities of the display can be ascertained through a determination of the display type and/or brand.

Thereafter, at block 404, a maximum frame rate can be optionally determined based on the DFRCs for the display. In one embodiment of the present invention, the maximum frame rate may be designated as the initial frame rate. Thereafter, image data provided to the display may be provided at the initial frame rate absent a change to the frame rate as determined in accordance with the present invention. Setting the initial rate at the maximum frame rate, or at least some frame rate that may be decreased, provides the opportunity to obtain power savings, should the need arise, by reducing the frame rate. Alternatively, an initial frame rate other than the maximum frame rate will also allow for the possibility of increasing the frame rate, if desirable.

Processing continues at block 406 where, for a given content source, an image frame rate is determined. Virtually any technique that may be employed for determining an image frame rate corresponding to a given content type may be equally employed in the present invention. For example, a table may be maintained in which various type of content (e.g., video content, 3D graphics, etc.) are stored along with corresponding values for suitable frame rates for each type of content. In this manner, the determination made at block 406 is reduced to a table look up operation based on knowledge of the content to be included in the image data. Alternatively, static frame detection may be employed to determine when an image be provided to the display is not changing. Techniques for performing static frame detection are well known in the art. In yet another embodiment, the image rate may be based on the processing load being placed on the IRU. For example, particularly in the case of 3D graphics, it may be desirable to maintain IRU performance at or near its maximum processing capability, i.e., a target processing load. Based on a determination of current processing load (using techniques known to those of skill in the art), the image rate may be dynamically increased (or possibly decreased) in an effort to match the IRU processing load to the target processing load. For example, if the target processing load is 90% of maximum processing capability, and, at the current image rate, the IRU is only operating at 80% of its maximum capability, the image frame rate can be set at a higher rate (in either a smoothly continuous or stepwise fashion) until the desired 90% loading target is met.

Thereafter, at block 408, the content (in the form of a continuous stream of image data frames) is provided to the display (by the IRU or other component of the device) at an updated frame rate. The updated frame rates are determined based on the image frame rate and the dynamic frame rate capabilities of the display. If necessary, the rendering unit also indicates to the display device if it intends to use an updated refresh rate via the display interface or any other suitable communication channel. Preferably, the updated frame rate is simply the image rate of the content if the image rate falls within the capabilities of the display.

If, however, the source image rate falls beneath the minimum rate of the display device, the IRU has a few options. It could either simply repeat image frames as needed to achieve a rate within the display limits. More generally, any integer multiple of the source image rate with the minimum and maximum display refresh rates can be used. For example, consider a 24 Hz film source and a display with a 30 Hz to 60 Hz dynamic refresh rate ability. In this case the IRU could repeat each film frame, thereby resulting in a 48 Hz image rate. If there is no integer multiple between the image rate and the display rate, then again frame repetition or frame rate conversion from the source image rate to the display rate can be used (as is known in the prior art for fixed refresh rates displays). Further still, frame rate conversion (interpolation) can be used to arrive at a suitable rate, or for the purpose of improving display image quality relative to simple frame repetition. Referring again to the example given above, the IRU could instead interpolate the 24 Hz film frames to provide 48 unique images per second, thereby resulting in smoother image motion. In these cases the best visual result will be obtained by using the maximum possible display refresh rate. However lower rates might be used if it saves power or involves a simpler ratio between source image rate and display refresh rate.

In an alternative embodiment, the power condition of the device may also incorporated into the determination to provide the content at the updated frame rate, as illustrated by block 410. For example, if the device runs on battery power, which batteries are determined to be running low (for example, as determined by the power monitor 212 illustrated in FIG. 2), then it may be desirable to reduce power consumption by lowering the frame rate used in conjunction with the display. Further still, the updated frame rate may incorporate user input as indicated by block 412. In this case, the user of the device may explicitly provide an input (using any of the mechanisms described above) indicating that the IRU should adjust the frame rate of the display.

Although a single iteration of the processing illustrated by blocks 402-412 has been described above, in practice, this processing is continuously performed. Thus, for example, after providing content at an updated frame rate at block 408, a typical implementation of the present invention will allow for further processing as described relative to any of the remaining blocks. In this manner, the process of updating frame rates is constantly dynamic and able to adjust quickly to the requirement of any given content.

Referring now to FIG. 5, operation of a display in accordance with the present invention is further illustrated. Starting at block 502, the display may receive a request from
the device (preferably via the IRU) for the display's DFRCs. Thereafter, at block 504, the display provides the DFRCs to the device in accordance with known techniques. At block 506 the display receives content at a first frame rate. In a presently preferred embodiment, the first frame rate may comprise an initial frame rate corresponding to the maximum frame rate of the display. Alternatively, the first frame rate may be something other than a maximum possible frame rate as determined by previous display data provided to the display. Regardless, at block 508, the display subsequently receives content at a second frame rate that is different from the first frame rate. The second frame rate is preferably selected in accordance with the previously described techniques. Additionally, if necessary, the display may receive an indication from the device, prior to receiving the subsequent content, that it intends to use the second frame rate using any suitable communication channel. Once again, it should be noted that processing of any of the blocks illustrated in FIG. 5 may be repeated as necessary, particularly blocks 506 and 508, in order to continuously and dynamically adjust the display frame rate.

[0036] Referring now to FIG. 6, the processing described by the present invention may be embodied in a hardware-based implementation, such as an integrated circuit. To this end, as known by those of skill in the art, a set of executable instruction 600 may be defined and stored within a library 602 that, in turn, is stored in memory 604. The instructions 600, which may comprise instructions represented in any suitable hardware design language (HDL) including, but not limited to, Verilog or another hardware representation such as GDSII, can be used by a circuit design module 606 that is executed on a processor 608 of an integrated circuit design system 610. Using the instructions 600, the system 610 may employ to create a suitable integrated circuit (or other hardware embodiment) capable of performing the processing described herein. Such system 610 and circuit design module 606 may be any suitable system and integrated circuit design program as known to those skilled in the art.

[0037] As described above, the present invention provides a technique for a dynamically adjusting the frame rate of a display to accommodate different types of content having different image frame rates or to provide power savings opportunities. This is achieved by the determining the dynamic frame rate capabilities of the display as well as the image frame rate, and selecting an updated frame rate. Displays can accommodate dynamic frame rates through modification of horizontal or vertical timing parameters. For at least these reasons, the present invention represents an advancement over prior art techniques.

[0038] It is therefore contemplated that the present invention cover any and all modifications, variations or equivalents that fall within the spirit and scope of the basic underlying principles disclosed above and claimed herein.

What is claimed is:

1. In a device comprising an image rendering unit for communication with a display, a method for dynamically adjusting a frame rate of the display by the image rendering unit, the method comprising:
   determining dynamic frame rate capabilities of the display;
   determining an image frame rate of content to be provided to the display; and
   providing the content to the display at a updated frame rate based on the image frame rate and the dynamic frame rate capabilities of the display.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein determining the dynamic frame rate capabilities further comprises receiving information regarding the dynamic frame rate capabilities from the display.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein determining the image frame rate of the content further comprises determining the image frame rate based on at least one of: content type, static frame detection, image rendering unit loading and a power condition of the device.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein determining the image frame rate based on the image rendering unit loading further comprises:
   determining a target processing load for the image rendering unit; and
   setting the image frame rate so that the image rendering unit operates substantially at the target processing load.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein providing the content at the updated frame rate further comprises modifying at least one of: a pixel period, a horizontal parameter and a vertical parameter corresponding to the frame rate.

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
   setting a frame rate that is less than or equal to a maximum frame rate of the display, based on the dynamic frame rate capabilities, as an initial frame rate.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the updated frame rate is less than the initial frame rate.

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising providing the content to the display at the updated frame rate based on the image frame rate, the dynamic frame rate capabilities and a power condition of the device.

9. The method of claim 1, further comprising providing the content to the display at the updated frame rate based on the image frame rate, the dynamic frame rate capabilities and an input from a user of the device.

10. In a device comprising an image rendering unit in communication with a display, a method for dynamically adjusting a frame rate of the display by the image rendering unit, the method comprising:
   determining an image frame rate of content to be provided to the display;
   determining a power condition of the device; and
   providing the content to the display at a updated frame rate based on the image frame rate and the power condition of the device.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein determining the image frame rate of the content further comprises determining the image frame rate based on at least one of: content type, static frame detection and image rendering unit loading.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein determining the image frame rate based on the image rendering unit loading further comprises:
   determining a target processing load for the image rendering unit; and
   setting the image frame rate so that the image rendering unit operates substantially at the target processing load.

13. The method of claim 10, wherein providing the content at the updated frame rate further comprises modifying at least one of: a pixel period, a horizontal parameter and a vertical parameter corresponding to the frame rate.
14. In a display in communication with a device comprising an image rendering unit, a method for receiving content for display from the image rendering unit, the method comprising:
providing dynamic frame rate capabilities of the display to the image rendering unit;
receiving first content from the image rendering unit at a first frame rate; and
receiving second content from the image rendering unit at a second frame rate that is different from the first frame rate,
wherein the second frame rate is based at least upon the dynamic frame rate capabilities.
15. The method of claim 14, wherein the first frame rate is a maximum frame rate for the display.
16. The method of claim 14, wherein the second frame rate is based on modification of at least one of: a pixel period, a horizontal parameter and a vertical parameter corresponding to the first frame rate.
17. A system comprising:
- a display; and
- an image rendering unit in communication with the display and operative to:
determine dynamic frame rate capabilities of the display;
determine an image frame rate of content to be provided to the display; and
provide the content to the display at a updated frame rate based on the image frame rate and the dynamic frame rate capabilities.
18. The system of claim 17, wherein the image rendering unit comprises a graphics processing unit.
19. The system of claim 17, wherein the image rendering unit is further operative to receive information regarding the dynamic frame rate capabilities from the display interface.
20. The system of claim 17, wherein the image rendering unit is further operative to determine the image frame rate based on at least one of: content type, static frame detection, image rendering unit loading and a power condition of the system.
21. The system of claim 20, wherein image rendering unit, when determining the image frame rate based on the image rendering unit loading, is further operative to:
determine a target processing load for the image rendering unit;
set the image frame rate so that the image rendering unit operates substantially at the target processing load.
22. The system of claim 17, wherein the image rendering unit is further operative to provide the content at the updated frame rate via modification of at least one of: a pixel period, a horizontal parameter and a vertical parameter corresponding to the frame rate.
23. The system of claim 17, further comprising:
a power monitor, in communication with the image rendering unit, operative to determine a power condition of the system,
wherein the image rendering unit is further operative to provide the content to the display at the updated frame rate based on the image frame rate, the dynamic frame rate capabilities and the power condition of the device.
24. The system of claim 17, further comprising:
a user input device, in communication with the image rendering unit, operative to receive an input from a user of the device,
wherein the image rendering unit is further operative to provide the content to the display interface at the updated frame rate based on the image frame rate, the dynamic frame rate capabilities and the input from the user of the device.
25. A device comprising:
a power monitor operative to determine a power condition of the device; and
an image rendering unit, in communication with the power monitor, operative to:
determine an image frame rate of content to be provided to a display; and
provide the content to the display at a updated frame rate based on the image frame rate and the power condition of the device.
26. The device of claim 25, wherein the image rendering unit is further operative to determine the image frame rate based on at least one of: content type, static frame detection and image rendering unit loading.
27. The device of claim 25, wherein the image rendering unit is further operative to provide the content at the updated frame rate via modification of at least one of: a pixel period, a horizontal parameter and a vertical parameter corresponding to a frame rate.
28. A display for use with an image rendering unit, comprising:
a storage device comprising information regarding dynamic frame rate capabilities of the display; and
an interface, in communication with the storage device, operative to provide the information regarding the dynamic frame rate capabilities to the image rendering unit.
29. A computer readable medium storing instructions that, when executed, adapt a device to:
determine an image frame rate of content to be provided to a display; and
provide the content to the display at a updated frame rate based on the image frame rate and the dynamic frame rate capabilities of the display.
30. A computer readable medium storing instructions that, when executed, are adapted to create a device which is adapted to:
determine an image frame rate of content to be provided to a display; and
provide the content to the display at a updated frame rate based on the image frame rate and the dynamic frame rate capabilities of the display.

* * * * *